Presence and motion detectors
for indoor use

Enlightening solutions
Whether for entrance halls or storage rooms, in your private home or in
a commercial functional building – Theben offers the best presence and
motion detector for any application. Simple to install, easy to operate.
Each of these solutions contributes to saving energy and increasing
comfort and safety.
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Presence detectors for
energy-efficient lighting control

With Theben presence detectors, you have every option for energy-efficient and intelligent
lighting control. In addition to classic use for lighting control in offices, corridors and public
buildings, you can also control heating and air-conditioning based on presence. This lets you
save energy costs and considerably reduce CO2 emissions. Presence detectors react to the
slightest of movements and measure room brightness at the same time. If no more movement
is detected, or a defined brightness value is exceeded, the presence detector automatically
switches off the light.
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in Switzerland
+ + Engineeredswiss
in Switzerland
Engineered
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year
warranty
thePrema
1

For its attractive design, thePrema has won
several awards.

In accordance with warranty conditions,
see https://www.theben.de/guarantee
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Technology: How does a presence
detector work?
Presence detectors work according to the
same principle as motion detectors: They
detect thermal radiation in their surroundings,
that is, in their detection area. If thermal
radiation is detected in the detection area,
for example caused by a person approaching
the presence detector, the detector converts
the radiation into a measurable electric
signal, and the light is switched on.
The difference between motion and presence detectors lies in the sensitivity of the
sensors. Presence detectors have much
more sensitive sensors than motion detectors and detect the smallest of movements.
The sensitive sensors divide the detection
area of a presence detector evenly into up
to 1000 zones. Like a chessboard, the zones
run through the entire detection area. Even
slight changes in the thermal image, such
as typing on the keyboard in an open-plan
office, will be detected. In contrast, a motion
detector only responds to greater changes
in the thermal image and is therefore mainly suited for applications with larger, walking movements or outdoor use.

A further difference between motion and
presence detectors lies in the light measure-

ment. A motion detector measures brightness once, when the light is switched on
because of a movement. If it continues to
detect movements, e.g. in the morning in an
office, the light remains switched on even
though daylight would be sufficient in the
meantime and the set brightness value has
already been exceeded. This means the light
remains switched on unnecessarily. In contrast, presence detectors constantly measure
the brightness: if a defined brightness value
is exceeded, the presence detector switches
the light off, even if it detects movement.
This reduces energy costs and significantly
lowers CO2 emissions.

Square detection area of 360º
As most rooms are square or
rectangular, a square detection
area simplifies planning enormously. The detection areas of
the individual presence detectors can be
lined next to each other with no gaps. In
addition to simplified planning, there is
another practical benefit in that there are
no "blind spots" or overlaps in the room. And
movements are guaranteed to be reliably
detected everywhere.
In contrast to presence detectors with a circular
detection area, presence detectors with a square
detection area ensure optimum coverage of
rooms without unnecessary overlaps or gaps.
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Light measurement
in detail
Lighting control using presence detectors is based partly on detected movement and partly
on light measurement. Presence detectors constantly measure the brightness inside the
room. Through such continuous light measurement, the presence detector is able not only to
switch on artificial light when there is not enough daylight, but also to switch off lighting
again when daylight is sufficient. It sounds very simple, but in fact the presence detector
must be able to assess, while the artificial light is still on, whether there will be enough
daylight after switching it off.

Switching mode
During switching operation, the presence
detector measures the sum of artificial light
and daylight. To switch off the artificial light
when there is increasing daylight at the right
moment, the presence detector must know
the proportion of artificial light. This value is
automatically learned by the detector, by
constantly analysing the switching processes
for the lighting in the room. This enables it to
calculate the current daylight intensity at any
time from the total measured brightness. The
advantage of mixed light measurement is that
it works with any light source – whether
LEDs, halogen or fluorescent lamps. Mixed
light measurement is the essential component of constant light control.

Lux

Mixed light
measurement

Daylight

Artificial light
12 AM

12 PM

24 PM

Presence
Mischlichtmessung. Der Präsenzmelder misst die Summe aus Kunst- und Tageslicht und schaltet
entsprechend das Kunstlicht „EIN“ bzw. „AUS“.

Constant light control
With constant light measurement, the presence detector continuously measures the sum of
daylight and artificial light. It determines the
desired brightness value from these two light
sources. On a misty or rainy morning the incident daylight is less. In this case, the presence detector increases the proportion of artificial light in order to reach the desired
brightness in the room. If the sun breaks
through in the course of the morning and
there is more incident light through the
windows, the presence detector reduces the
proportion of artificial light. The brightness
level in the room therefore remains constant,
regardless of the incidence of daylight. Typical applications include production buildings
where a specific brightness level is required
by law.

Lux

Mixed light
measurement

Daylight

Arificial light
12 AM

12 PM

24 PM

Presence

Konstantlichtregelung. Bei der Konstantlichtregelung wird nur so viel Kunstlicht wie benötigt
zugeschaltet und stufenlos angepasst.
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Planning and installation
Correct installation of presence detectors
To ensure optimum functionality of the presence detector and to avoid sources of interference, a number of factors must be
considered during installation. For example,
there should be nothing obstructing the
presence detectors field of vision, such as
suspended lamps, partitions, shelves or large plants. Sudden temperature changes in
the surroundings of the presence detector –
for instance caused by switching fan heaters

or fans on or off – simulate movement.
Lamps which are switched on or off in the
vicinity of the detection area (e.g. halogen
lamps at a distance of less than 1 m) simulate movement and can lead to incorrect
switching. Moving objects, such as machines
and robots, simulate motion signals or temperature differences. However, slowly warming objects, such as heat radiators (lateral distance from lines and radiators

greater than 0.5 m), IT equipment (computers, monitors), sunny surfaces, or room
ventilation systems do not disturb the function of the presence detector as long as the
warm air is not directly pointed at the presence detector. Application examples for the
ideal positioning of the presence detector in
various rooms can be found from page 20
onwards.

Note: Do not install presence detectors next to suspended lamps, partitions, shelves, indoor plants or devices with moving parts
such as fans or machines.
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Free planning software
for safe detector positioning
Customers wishing to position, use and control the light correctly right from the start
will benefit from Relux light simulation,
which is generally free of charge. Relux offers

professional planning software for development and implementation of complex lighting control tasks. The software for planners,
architects and light designers is based on light-

ing solutions from various manufacturers and
is valued by its users around the globe.
Theben is a Relux member in the sensors
product group. More info at www.relux.com

light simulation tools
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Clever as a supplement
theSenda S remote control

Switching or dimming
The lighting can of course also be switched on and off
via remote control. Smooth dimming can be done via
the button in two channels.

Calling scenes
You want to give a presentation. You call up the programmed scene by pushing the icon: the blinds go
down, the projector goes on and the light will be dimmed. After each presentation you call up scene 1 –
and it will be light again.



Presence simulation

During longer periods of absence, such as vacations
or company holidays, all you need to do is switch to
"Presence simulation". In this way, the switching cycles
of the previous weeks will be called up. This has the
advantage of making the building look inhabited.
Burglars do not see that no one is at home.



Twilight switch

Via button D, the dimming function can be called up on
the motion detector, and, from a defined lux value, the
detector switches to continuous light.

One for all.
All with one.
The remote controls theSenda
S and P can be used to conveniently set numerous Theben
motion and presence detectors.
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thePiccola P

theMova S
theRonda S

theMova P
theRonda P

Perfect service
theSenda P remote control

1

Pulse function

Simple installation into existing electrical installations
with staircase light timer switches or KNX binary inputs.

Switching or dimming
Sensitivity
Adjustable sensitivity: reduce or
increase – depending on the application.

Brightness value
Can be set between 5 and 800 lux. Teach-in possible.



Time delay

Light or presence time delay can be set in different
time values.

thePassa

thePrema

PlanoSpot

PlanoCentro
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App-solute programming ease
theSenda Plug app

Universal application

Simple detector searches

Free app for iOS and
Android smartphones

Using the filter function, saved parameter
sets or queries

Automatic updates

Flexible parameter settings

All detectors are pre-installed and
automatically updated

Parameter sets can be saved specifically
according to the customer, filed in parameter libraries or created externally before being imported

Infrared (IR)

Download the theSenda Plug app
free of charge:
Apple Store or Google Play store

theSenda Plug app for presence and motion detectors
theSenda Plug is the new, user-friendly app for easy programming of
indoor and outdoor detectors. Parameters are sent by Bluetooth to the
theSenda B remote control and from there transmitted by infrared to the
detector. This allows the parameters on most Theben presence and motion
detectors to be set quickly, easily and safely, particularly detectors with a
wide range of functions.
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thePiccola P

theMova S
theRonda S

Perfect functional interaction
theSenda B remote control

	Built-in lux meter
Easy to calibrate the brightness measurement
using the theSenda Plug app

Flexible communication
Via infrared with the detector and via Bluetooth
with a smartphone

Universal application
Remote control for numerous indoor and outdoor
detectors from Theben

F++ Wide range of functions
Switching and dimming for three lighting channels, two scenes, customised button allocation

theMova P
theRonda P

thePassa

thePrema

PlanoSpot

PlanoCentro
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Simple and efficient
Practical advantages of presence detectors

Due to their very fine sensor technology, Theben presence detectors detect even the smallest
movements and temperature differences. This allows you to adjust lighting and air conditions
to the exact needs of residents and users. Depending on the model, the various presence
detectors are available in black, white, grey, silver or in special colours upon request.

Square
detection
area
The square detection area is
ideal for most rooms in which
presence detectors are used.
So individual detectors can be
placed in the perfect locations
without any blind spots, gaps

or unnecessary overlaps. This
makes planning easier, reduces
the installation effort, saves
energy and lowers costs because, due to the square detection
area, fewer detectors are required in most cases.

Self-learning
time delay
The time delay changes automatically depending on people's
habits in the room. If the presence detector detects more
movement, the time delay is
shortened to as little as two

minutes. If people hardly move
or only rarely, the time delay is
increased to up to 20 minutes.
This saves energy, boosts comfort and allows people to work
in the way that suits them: active
and lively or still and focused.

Sensitive
room
monitoring
A presence detector misses
nothing. This is a particular
advantage when the presence
detector is integrated in the
building system technology of
large office or administration
buildings. In this way the building management always know
which rooms people are still
working in.

Easy-to-use
remote control
With a remote control, settings
can be easily made and changed
from the ground up. This is faster, shortens the installation
time and lowers costs. And,
what's more, it's safer.

Clever teachin function
Lighting conditions change
quickly – all the better if you can
simply save them when they are
exactly how you want them to
be. The clever teach-in function
allows even end users to save
the current lux value for future
use, without the need for specialist knowledge. It couldn't be
easier.

Safe
staircase light
function
With presence detectors, nobody trips up – especially not
on the stairs. The light can be
switched on using the button,
but it only goes off when there
is no more movement on the
stairs. This means that someone who is at the top of the
stairs is not suddenly left in the
dark because someone at the
bottom has switched off the
light.

Constant
lighting control
Some versions have constant
lighting control, which continuously compares artificial light
and daylight. It determines the
desired brightness value from
these two light sources. No
matter how fickle the weather,
the lighting conditions inside
the room remain pleasantly
constant.

Configurable
sensitivity
How sensitively presence detectors respond to movements inside the room is up to you. The
PIR sensors can be conveniently
set using the remote control –
according to the individual
requirements of the users.

Suitable for
wet rooms
Presence and motion detectors
with protection class IP 54 can
also be used in wet rooms such
as showers, changing rooms or
toilets.

Illuminating
short stays
In the event of a short stay,
the light is only on for two minutes. Because presence detectors
can detect whether and how
long someone is in the room,
whoever enters the room for a
short period of time does not
automatically trigger the time
delay that has been set, but still
does not have to go without
light.

Practical
pulse function
The pulse function allows the
presence detectors to be built into
existing electrical installations
with staircase light timer switches or KNX binary inputs without the need for expensive adjustments.

Most simple
energy saving
setting
The "eco" label stands for ideal
control options, while "eco plus"
stands for maximum energy
savings. You decide what is
best for you at the push of a
button. Exactly how you like it.
Exactly how you need it.
There's no easier way to save
energy.

Custom
lighting scenarios
Bright daylight or softly dimmed
light – you can choose between
two lighting scenarios, which
you can define according to how
the mood takes you. For example,
in conference rooms where the
light has to be dimmed for presentations. For the very lighting
arrangements required in everyday situations. Settings can be
made, saved and changed quickly
and easily using the remote control.

Intelligent
parallel switching
Presence detectors allow for
more than just increasing the
detection area via master/slave
switching operations. Via master/master/parallel switching
operations, the lighting conditions can be set in the detection
area of individual devices independently, and thus individually.
This is an advantage if, for instance, in open-plan offices, different lighting conditions are to
be balanced between areas close to windows and the room's
interior.

High switching
capacity
Presence and motion detectors
from Theben have a high-performance relay with tungsten
pre-contact or a zero-cross
switching and can thus handle
switch loads of up to 10 amperes. This allows several lamps to
be connected at the same time
and larger areas, such as loading ramps or hotel premises, to
be lit. This gives you peace of
mind during planning, lowers
costs and reduces installation
times.
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All functions at a glance
Motion and presence detectors

Functions

theRonda
S360-100

theRonda
S360-101

theRonda
P360-100
M

theRonda
P360-101
M

thePassa
P360-101

thePrema thePrema thePrema theRonda
S360-100 S360-101 P360-101 S360-110
DALI
E
E
E

theRonda
P360-110
DALI

theRonda
P360-330
DALI

Square
detection
area
Innovative
light measurement
Self-learning
time delay
Illuminating
short stays
Clever teachin function
Most simple
energy saving
setting
Safe
staircase light
function
Configurable
sensitivity
Sensitive
room
monitoring
Constant
lighting control
High switching
capacity

*

*

Easy-to-use
remote control
Custom
lighting
scenarios
Parallel
connection

*

Suitable for wet
rooms
* For UP versions only
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thePassa
P360-221
DALI

thePrema
S360
DALI

Plano
Centro
101

Plano
Centro
201

Plano
Centro
300

compact
office DIM

SPHINX
104-360
DIMplus

Presence
Light
180

thePiccola thePiccola LUXA
S360-100 P360-100 103-100
UA

theMova
S360-100

theMova
S360-101

theMova
P360-100

Technical data from page 40 onwards
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Automatic lighting control
for sanitary and ancillary rooms
2m

6m

3,5 m

3.5 m

Toilets
The aim is the implementation of an automatic, motion-dependent lighting and venti3 mm
2,7
lation of a restaurant toilet without Deckenhöhe
any
daylight. While the motion detector is
activated by the PIR sensor, the integrated
microphone indicates the shut-off delay.

4m
4m

Installation height 3 m
88mm
Acoustic function

3,5 m

Storage rooms
In a small storage room without windows,
the light should go on automatically, as soon
as someone enters the room, and – in order
to save energy – should also go off after a
defined time delay.

2,7 m
m
2.7

3,5 m

1,5 m
Montagehöhe 3m

Installation height 3 m
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3.5 m

LUXA 103-100 UA

We recommend LUXA 103-100 UA:
 hanks to the integrated microphone, it
T
is ideal for toilets and sanitary facilities
Technical data for LUXA 103-100 UA:
Page 49
Alternative:
For enclosed rooms, we recommend
individual presence detectors for every
room such as thePiccola P360-100 DE:
Circular 360° detection area,
up to 8 m in diameter
Technical data for
thePiccola P360-100 DE WH: page 42

Since there are no windows and thus no
daylight comes in, a motion detector is
absolutely sufficient.
We recommend theMova S360-100 DE:

theMova S DE

	L arge detection area of Ø 7 m at an
installation height of 3 m
	Reliable detection of all movements,
as soon as the door opens
High protection rating: IP 54
(when installed)
Technical data for
theMova S360-100 DE: page 48
Alternative:
If people stay inside the room for longer,
we recommend theRonda S360-100 DE:
page 40
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Automatic lighting control
for staircases
without
daylight
theMova
P (Deckenmontage)
7m

12 m

12 m

7m

Staircases
Automatic lighting of a staircase without
windows in a car park is an absolute
necessity.
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We recommend theMova P360-100 UP:

theMova P

Large detection area of up to 24 m and
reliable detection also from great heights
up to 10 metres*
High protection rating: IP 54
(when installed)
 echnical data for
T
theMova P360-100 UP: page 49
Alternative:
For even more precise detection,
we recommend a presence detector
like theRonda P360-100 M UP:
High protection rating: IP 54
(when installed)
Technical data for
theRonda P360-100 M UP: page 41
* F urther information can be found in the technical
documentation at www.theben.de/en

Relux
With the lighting planning software Relux
Lighting simulation tool, which is free of
charge, you can easily simulate detection
areas, which allows for an optimum coverage of the area.
Complete coverage during planning ensures that all areas will be reliably detected.
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Presence-based lighting control
for wet rooms

6m

Changing rooms
For reliable, presence-based lighting control
in changing rooms with showers, a high protection class is absolutely essential. This is
because presence and motion detectors in
these kinds of facilities are at risk of being
exposed to splash water.

We recommend theRonda S:
	T he detector has a circular detection
area, which reliably and securely
detects the walking movements in
changing rooms
	If someone is in the room only briefly,
the light switches off again after
2 minutes, even if a longer time delay
is set

24

	High protection rating, at IP 54 (when
installed) and therefore suitable for use
in wet rooms
	Technical data for
theRonda S360-100 UP: page 40

High-performance
DALI version
Page 50

8m

8m
Installation height 2–4 m

theRonda S

theRonda S with cover clip
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Presence-dependent lighting control
for foyers, lobbies and entrance areas

m 21

12 m

Entrance hall
In an entrance hall of 6 m height in an office
building, the light is to be controlled based
on presence.

Montagehöhe 3 bis 6 m

We recommend theRonda P:
	T he detector has a large, circular detection area, which reliably detects the
walking movements in the hall from a
great height
	T he detection area can be individually
restricted with practical cover clips.
	Technical data for
theRonda P360-101 M UP: page 41
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Alternative:
For applications in hotel lobbies or company canteens, in which seated activities
predominate and more subtle motions
have to be detected, we recommend
presence detectors, such as thePrema P
or PlanoCentro.

High-performance
KNX version
Page 52
High-performance
DALI version
Page 50

24 m

24 m
Installation height 3–6 m

theRonda P

theRonda P with cover clip
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Precise lighting control
for corridors and escape routes

A long hall with large windows requires
automatic lighting. Opposite of the window
fronts, there are office rooms with walls
partly made of glass. The movements inside
the offices should not influence the lighting
control in the hall.

m3

Halls
Zone 1

Zone 2

20 m

We recommend thePassa P:
 	F ewer detectors per area for coverage
without gaps, thanks to a large, rectangular detection area of up to 30 m
 	T he detection area is divided into
2 zones which can be activated/
deactivated individually
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	T he precise delimitation of the rectangular detection area to the adjacent
rooms prevents movements from these
spaces also being detected. In this way,
the lighting in the corridor is only
switched on when someone is actually
in the corridor
	Technical data for
thePassa P360-101 UP: page 41

High-performance
KNX version
Page 54
High-performance
DALI version
Page 51

Zone 1

56 m

Zone 2

3m

56 m

thePassa P

How it works

Discover how easy programming and
transferring can be with thePassa.

www.youtube.com/TheThebenAG
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5m

Individual
offices

5m

Presence-based lighting control
for office spaces and workplaces

Installation height 3 m

We recommend thePrema S:
	Room coverage without gaps, thanks
to the square detection area
	Precise delimitation to the hall: open
office doors and movements in the
corridor do not trigger the detector in
the office
	Ventilation and climate control via
presence channel
	T he "self learning time delay" function
shortens or extends the switch-on time
of the lighting based on the number of
detected movements
Technical data for
thePrema S360-101 E UP: page 44
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4m

Presence-based lighting and climate control
of individual work spaces is required. It should
be possible to switch the lighting on and off
conveniently from the desk using a remote
control. In case of short stays in the room,
the lighting should be switched on no
longer than two minutes, in order to save
energy. Dynamic adjustment of the time
delay to user behaviour is desirable.

5 year warranty

Alternative:

thePrema stands out thanks to its top
quality and reliability. And we give you our
five-year warranty.

If the lighting is controlled via DALI-Bus,
a DALI presence detector can be used.

(in accordance with warranty conditions:
www.theben.de/guarantee)

thePrema S has won several awards for its
aesthetic design.

High-performance
KNX version
Page 53
Square
detection area

High-performance
DALI version
Page 51

4m

4m

thePrema S
Montagehöhe 3m

Montagehöhe 3m

Montagehöhe 3m

5m

4m

theSenda S
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5m

Sophisticated lighting management
for large offices and halls

S1

Large offices
Sophisticated lighting management in a
large office is required with light measurement at different spots – at the window
front with incident daylight as well as on the
dark side of the hall. Lighting in the entire
office is switched on based on the measured
lux values.

We recommend thePrema P:
	Room coverage without gaps, thanks to
square detection area
	Precise delimitation to the hall: open office
doors and movements in the corridor do
not trigger the detector in large offices
	Ventilation and climate control via the
presence channel
	Mixed light measurement takes incident
daylight into account

S2

	Combination of master/master and
master/slave switching operations
reduce the cost for devices and ensure
optimum utilization of daylight
Technical data for
thePrema P360-101 E UP: page 45
5 year warranty

Alternative:
If the room layout changes more frequently, we recommend PlanoSpot with the
manually adjustable detection area
	Note: PlanoSpot is only available in KNX,
LON or DALI* versions.
(*Please note the information at
www.theben.de/planospot-dali)

thePrema stands out thanks to its top
quality and reliability. And we give you our
five-year warranty.
(in accordance with warranty conditions:
www.theben.de/guarantee)

High-performance
KNX version
Page 53
32

High-performance
DALI version
Page 51

Square
detection area

M1

S1

18 m

M2

S2

27 m
Installation height 3 m

thePrema P

PlanoSpot
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Presence and brightness-dependent solutions
for training, seminar and conference rooms

9m

Classrooms
In a classroom or seminar room, three DALI
rows of light are required to be controlled
independently of each other as well as presence- and brightness-dependent. Lighting
scenarios to be called up via remote control
are desired. Incident daylight is to be utilized as much as possible.

Montagehöhe 3m

We recommend theRonda P DALI:
	Control of up to three lighting groups
with a single DALI line
	Convenient addressing and grouping of
connected DALI lamps via button or via
remote control
Flexible assignment of buttons to lighting groups after installation – without
the need for complex changes to the
wiring
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Parallel master/slave switching optional
for cost optimisation
Automatic configuration of new DALI
operating devices using presence
detector
Constant lighting control or switching
mode can be switched over easily using
the remote control.
Technical data for
theRonda P360-330 DALI UP: page 50

theSenda B remote control
It can be used to call up scenarios for presentations or cinema shows. The theSenda
B remote control can be used to optimally
set the detector and to adjust its operation.
theSenda Plug app
theSenda Plug is a free app for convenient
programming of indoor and outdoor detectors.

14 m

9m

How it works

Discover the easy, intuitive way to address
theRonda P360-330

www.youtube.com/TheThebenAG
14 m
Installation height 3 m

theRonda P DALI

theSenda B

theSenda Plug app
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Field-dependent lighting
for gyms, tennis and sports halls

30 m

Sports hall
When entering the field in a sports hall,
the light should go on automatically. Each of
the three fields should be switched independently. One field is 21 metres wide and
30 metres long. The sports hall has large
window fronts with incident daylight.

Montagehöhe 7 m

We recommend theRonda P:
	Also detects movements from heights of
up to 10 m*
High protection rating: IP 54
(when installed)
	Only two detectors required per field
thanks to the wide detection area of up
to Ø 24 m
	Technical data for
theRonda P360-100 M UP: page 41

Alternative:

theSenda B remote control:

If a square detection area is required,
thePrema P can also be used.

It can be used to optimally and conveniently set the detector and adjust its operation.
Especially in sports halls with installation
heights of 7 m and more – a real advantage for adjustments.

High-performance
KNX version
Page 52
High-performance
DALI version
Page 50

* Further information can be found in the technical documentation at www.theben.de/en
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63 m

30 m

63 m
Installation height 7 m

theRonda P

Safety cover
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Zone 1

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 1

Motion-based lighting of individual aisles
in a warehouse is required. Forklifts or employees in the central aisle should not
trigger the lighting in the cross aisles.
The lighting of the cross aisles should
only be switched on when they are entered.

Zone 1

Warehouses

Zone 1

Montagehöhe 6m

We recommend thePassa P:
	Rectangular detection area specifically
for hallways and warehouse aisles
	Detection area with 2 detection zones,
at 15 x 5 m (total 30 x 5 m), which can
be switched on and off separately
	T he detectors can also be installed at
heights of up to 6 m.
	Technical data for
thePassa P360-101 UP: page 41
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Only with thePassa KNX:
	Aura effect function, where the lighting
is also switched on at a specific dimming
value for the adjacent zones.

High-performance
KNX version
Page 54
High-performance
DALI version
Page 51

Zone 1

40 m

Zone 1

Motion-dependent lighting
for logistics centres, libraries and archives

Zone 1

Zone 1

40 m

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 1

Zone 1
Zone 1

Zone 1

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 1

Zone 1

Zone 1

Zone 1

Zone 1

Zone 1

88 m

88 m
Installation height 6 m

thePassa P

How it works

Discover the aura effect and the chaser light
function from thePassa P360 KNX

www.youtube.com/TheThebenAG
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Presence detectors theRonda and thePassa
Technical data

Features

theRonda
S360-100 UP

theRonda
S360-101 UP

theRonda
S360 Slave UP

theRonda
P360-100 M UP

Detection area seated/walking*

Circular, Ø 4/8 m

Circular, Ø 4/8 m

Circular, Ø 4/8 m

Circular, Ø 8/24 m

Type of installation

Ceiling installation in
flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation in
flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation in
flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation in
flush-mounted box

Installation height

2–4 m

2–4 m

2–4 m

2–10 m**

Detection angle

360°

360°

360°

360°

Operating voltage

110–230 V AC

110–230 V AC

110–230 V AC

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption

~0.1 W

~0.1 W

~0.1 W

~0.1 W

Light measurement (mixed light)

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

Light channels

1

1

–

1

Light switching capacity (cos φ = 1, cos φ = 0.5)

Only with 230 V: 2300 W,
1150 VA

Only with 230 V: 2300 W,
1150 VA

–

Only with 230 V:
2300 W, 1150 VA

Max. switching capacity LED guidance value

< 2 W: 60 W/2–8 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

< 2 W: 60 W/2–8 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

–

< 2 W: 60 W/2–8 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

Brightness setting range

30–3000 lx/on ***

30–3000 lx/on ***

–

30–3000 lx/on

Light time delay

Pulse (0.5 s),
10 s – 60 min ***

Pulse (0.5 s),
10 s – 60 min ***

–

Pulse (0.5 s),
10 s – 60 min

Presence channels

–

1

–

–

Switching capacity, presence

–

50 W/50 VA

–

–

Presence switch-on delay

–

0 s – 10 min ***

–

–

Presence time delay

–

10 s – 120 min ***

–

–

Protection rating

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

Permissible ambient temperature

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

Remote operation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Item no. white (WH)

2080520

2080525

2080530

2080020

Item no. grey (GR)

2080521

2080526

2080531

2080021

theSenda S remote control

9070911

9070911

–

9070911

theSenda P remote control

9070910

9070910

9070910

9070910

theSenda B remote control

9070985

9070985

9070985

9070985

Back box white (WH)

9070912

9070912

9070912

9070912

Back box grey (GR)

9070913

9070913

9070913

9070913

Ceiling installation box

9070917

9070917

9070917

9070917

Item numbers

Optional accessories

* Details for an installation height of 3 m
** Suitable for large installation heights of up to 10 m. Additional information can be found in the technical documentation.
*** The predefined values can only be altered using the optional remote controls theSenda P, theSenda B and SendoPro
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theRonda
P360-101 M UP

theRonda
P360 Slave UP

thePassa P360-101 UP

thePassa P360 Slave UP

Circular, Ø 8/24 m

Circular, Ø 8/24 m

Rectangular 30 x 4.5 m/ 20 x 4.5 m

Rectangular 30 x 4.5 m/ 20 x 4.5 m

Ceiling installation in flush-mounted box Ceiling installation in flush-mounted box Ceiling installation in flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation in flush-mounted box

2–10 m**

2–10 m**

2–6 m

2–6 m

360°

360°

360°

360°

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

110–230 V AC

110–230 V AC

~0.1 W

~0.1 W

~0.1 W

~0.1 W

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

1

–

1

–

Only with 230 V:
2300 W, 1150 VA

–

Only with 230 V: 2300 W, 1150 VA

–

< 2 W: 60 W/2–8 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

–

< 2 W: 60 W/2–8 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

–

30–3000 lx/on

–

30–3000 lx

–

10 s – 60 min

Pulse (0.5 s),
10 s – 60 min

–

1

–

1

–

50 W/50 VA

–

50 W/50 VA

–

0 s – 10 min

–

0 s – 10 min

–

10 s – 120 min

–

10 s – 120 min

–

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2080025

2080030

2010300

2010330

2080026

2080031

2010301

2010331

9070911

–

9070911

–

–

9070910

9070910

9070910

9070910

9070985

9070985

9070985

9070985

9070912

9070912

9070912

9070912

9070913

9070913

9070913

9070913

9070917

9070917

9070917

9070917
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Presence detectors theRonda and thePiccola
Technical data

Features

theRonda
S360-100

theRonda
S360-101

thePiccola
P360-100 DE WH

Detection area seated/walking*

Circular, Ø 4/8 m

Circular, Ø 4/8 m

Circular, Ø 2/8 m

Type of installation

Ceiling installation/surface-mounted

Ceiling installation/surface-mounted

Ceiling installation

Installation height

2–4 m

2–4 m

2–4 m

Detection angle

360°

360°

360°

Operating voltage

230 V AC/50 Hz

230 V AC/50 Hz

110–240 V AC, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption

~0.5 W

~0.5 W

~0.5 W

Light measurement (mixed light)

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

Light channels

1

1

1

Light switching capacity (cos φ = 1, cos φ = 0.5)

2300 W

2300 W

2000 W

Max. switching capacity LED guidance value

< 2 W: 25 W/2–8 W:
70 W/ > 8 W: 80 W

< 2 W: 25 W/2–8 W:
70 W/ > 8 W: 80 W

< 2 W: 55 W/> 2 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

Brightness setting range

30–3000 lx/on**

30–3000 lx/on**

5–1000 lx

Light time delay

Pulse (0.5 s),
10 s – 60 min**

Pulse (0.5 s),
10 s – 60 min**

Pulse (0.5 s),
30 s – 30 min

Standby brightness

–

–

–

Standby time

–

–

–

Presence channels

–

1

–

Switching capacity, presence

–

50 W/50 VA

–

Presence switch-on delay

–

0 s – 10 min

–

Presence time delay

–

10 s – 120 min**

–

Protection rating

IP 54 (ceiling installation only installed) IP 54 (ceiling installation only installed)

IP 21 (sensor),
IP 20 (power supply unit)

Permissible ambient temperature

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

–20 °C to +50 °C

Remote operation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Item no. white (WH)

2080560 | ceiling-mounted version
2080550 | surface-mounted version

2080565 | ceiling-mounted version
2080555 | surface-mounted version

2090200

Item no. grey (GR)

2080561 | ceiling-mounted version
2080551 | surface-mounted version

2080566 | ceiling-mounted version
2080556 | surface-mounted version

–

Item numbers

Item no. black (BK)

–

Item no. silver (SR)

–

Optional accessories
theSenda S remote control

9070911

9070911

9070911

theSenda P remote control

9070910

9070910

9070910

theSenda B remote control

9070985

9070985

9070985

Back box white (WH)

–

–

–

Ceiling installation box

–

–

–

* Details at an installation height of 3 m
** The predefined values can only be altered using the optional remote controls theSenda P, theSenda B and SendoPro
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Award-winning
thePiccola has won
awards

Presence detectors compact office, PresenceLight,
SPHINX
Technical data

compact office DIM

PresenceLight 180

SPHINX 104-360/2 DIMplus

Square, 4.5 x 4.5 m/7 x 7 m

Radius 7 m/16 m***

Circular, Ø 6 m/24 m

Ceiling installation in flush-mounted box

Wall mounting

Ceiling installation in flush-mounted box

2–3.5 m

1.6–2.2 m

2–3.5 m

360°

180°

360°

230 V AC, 50 Hz

230 V AC, 50 Hz

230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

~0.8 W

~0.9 W

~1 W

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

1, control output 1–10 V DC

1

1, control output 1–10 V DC

1200 W, 600 VA

1200 W, 600 VA

1000 W, 900 VA

–

< 2 W: 25 W/2–8 W:
70 W/> 8 W: 80 W

< 2 W: 25 W/> 2 W: 90 W

10–1500 lx

10–1500 lx/on

5–2000 lx

10 s – 20 min

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s – 20 min

1 s – 20 min

~ 10%

–

–

0 s – 60 min/on

–

–

–

–

1

–

–

400 W/40 VA

–

–

–

–

–

1 – 120 min

IP 40 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

IP 40 (installed)

0 °C to +50 °C

–20 °C to +50 °C

–10 °C to +55 °C

No

No

No

2010001

2000050

1040374

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

9070514

9070513

–

9070917

–

–
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Presence detectors thePrema
Technical data

5

year
warranty
thePrema
1

Features

thePrema
S360-100 E UP

thePrema
S360-101 E UP

thePrema
S360 Slave E UP

Detection area seated/walking*

Square, 5 x 5 m/7 x 7 m

Square, 5 x 5 m/7 x 7 m

Square, 5 x 5 m/7 x 7 m

Type of installation

Ceiling installation in
flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation in
flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation in
flush-mounted box

Installation height

2–3.5 m

2–3.5 m

2–3.5 m

Detection angle

360°

360°

360°

Operating voltage

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption

~0.1 W

~0.1 W

~0.1 W

Light measurement (mixed light)

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

–

Light channels

1

1

–

Light switching capacity (cos φ = 1, cos φ = 0.5)

Only with 230 V: 2300 W, 1150 VA

Only with 230 V: 2300 W, 1150 VA

–

Max. switching capacity LED guidance value

< 2 W: 60 W/2–8 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

< 2 W: 60 W/2–8 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

–

Brightness setting range

5–3000 lx/on

5–3000 lx/on

–

Light time delay

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s – 60 min

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s – 60 min

–

Presence channels

–

1

–

Switching capacity, presence

–

50 W/50 VA

–

Presence switch-on delay

–

0 s – 10 min / monitoring

–

Presence time delay

–

10 s – 120 min

–

Protection rating

IP 40 (installed)

IP 40 (installed)

IP 40 (installed)

Permissible ambient temperature

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

Remote operation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Item no. white (WH)

2070600

2070605

2070630

Item no. grey (GR)

2070601

2070606

2070631

theSenda S remote control

9070911

9070911

–

theSenda P remote control

9070910

9070910

9070910

theSenda B remote control

9070985

9070985

9070985

Back box white (WH)

9070912

9070912

9070912

Back box grey (GR)

9070913

9070913

9070913

Ceiling installation box

9070917

9070917

9070917

Item numbers

Optional accessories

*
**
1
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Details for an installation height of 3 m
Suitable for large installation heights of up to 10 m. Additional information can be found in the technical documentation.
In accordance with warranty conditions, see www.theben.de/guarantee

thePrema
P360-101 E UP

thePrema
P360 Slave E UP

Square, 7 x 7 m/9 x 9 m

Square, 7 x 7 m/9 x 9 m

Ceiling installation in
flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation in
flush-mounted box

2–10 m**

2–10 m**

360°

360°

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

~0.1 W

~0.1 W

Spot/Wide

–

1

–

Only with 230 V: 2300 W, 1150 VA

–

< 2 W: 60 W/2–8 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

–

5–3000 lx/on

–

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s – 60 min

–

1

–

50 W/50 VA

–

0 s – 10 min / monitoring

–

10 s – 120 min

–

IP 40 (installed)

IP 40 (installed)

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

Yes

Yes

2070105

2070130

2070106

2070131

9070911

–

9070910

9070910

9070985

9070985

9070912

9070912

9070913

9070913

9070917

9070917
Award-winning
For its aesthetic design, thePrema has
won several awards.
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Presence detector PlanoCentro
Technical data

Features

PlanoCentro 101

PlanoCentro 201

PlanoCentro 300

PlanoCentro 000 slave

Detection area seated/walking*

Square, 7 x 7 m/9 x 9 m

Square, 7 x 7 m/9 x 9 m

Square, 7 x 7 m/9 x 9 m

Square, 7 x 7 m/9 x 9 m

Type of installation

Ceiling installation / ceiling,
flush-mounting in concrete

Ceiling installation / ceiling,
flush-mounting in concrete

Ceiling installation / ceiling,
flush-mounting in concrete

Ceiling installation / ceiling,
flush-mounting in concrete

Detection angle

360°

360°

360°

360°

Installation height

2–3.5 m

2–3.5 m

2–3.5 m

2–3.5 m

Operating voltage, frequency

230 V AC, 50 Hz

230 V AC, 50 Hz

230 V AC, 50 Hz

230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption

~0.8 W

~1 W

~1 W

~0.3 W

Light channels

1

2

3

–

Light switching capacity (cos φ = 1, cos φ = 0.5)

2300 W, 1150 VA

2300 W, 1150 VA

2300 W, 1150 VA

–

Max. switching capacity LED guidance value

< 2 W: 60 W/2–8 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

< 2 W: 60 W/2–8 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

< 2 W: 60 W/2–8 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

–

Light time delay

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s – 60 min

10 s – 60 min

10 s – 60 min

–

Brightness setting range

5–2000 lx/on

10–2000 lx/on

10–2000 lx/on

–

Light measurement (mixed light)

1 x mixed light

2 x mixed light

2 x mixed light

–

Presence channels

1

1

–

–

Switching capacity, presence

60 W/62.5 VA

60 W/62.5 VA

–

–

Presence switch-on delay

0 s – 10 min / monitoring

0 s – 10 min / monitoring

–

–

Presence time delay

10 s – 120 min

10 s – 120 min

–

–

Remote operation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Permissible ambient temperature

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

Protection rating

IP 40 (installed)

IP 40 (installed)

IP 40 (installed)

IP 40 (installed)

Ceiling installation | item no. white (WH)

2030102

2030502

2030302

2040102

Ceiling, concrete flush-mounting |
item no. white (WH)

2030202

2030602

2030402

2040202

9070911

9070911

9070911

9070910

Item numbers

Optional accessories
theSenda S remote control
theSenda P remote control

9070910

9070910

9070910

theSenda B remote control

9070985

9070985

9070985

9070985

9070678 | PlanoCentro E
9070681 | PlanoCentro U
9070679 | PlanoCentro E
9070682 | PlanoCentro U

9070678 | PlanoCentro E
9070681 | PlanoCentro U
9070679 | PlanoCentro E
9070682 | PlanoCentro U

9070678 | PlanoCentro E
9070681 | PlanoCentro U
9070679 | PlanoCentro E
9070682 | PlanoCentro U

9070678 | PlanoCentro E
9070681 | PlanoCentro U
9070679 | PlanoCentro E
9070682 | PlanoCentro U

PlanoSet RQ EWH white**
(for PlanoCentro installation versions)

9070736

9070736

9070736

9070736

PlanoSet RR EWH white**
(for PlanoCentro installation versions)

9070740

9070740

9070740

9070740

Back box white **

9070731

9070731

9070731

9070731

Ceiling installation box

–

–

–

–

Black bezel frame (BK)
Silver bezel frame (SR)

*
**
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Details at an installation height of 3 m
Also available in black and in silver

Award-winning
PlanoCentro has won awards:

Pre-assembled motion and presence detectors
Technical data

Features

theMova
S360-100 GST

theRonda
S360-100 GST

theRonda
P360-100 GST

Type

Motion detectors

Presence detectors

Presence detectors

Detection area seated/walking*

Circular, Ø 8 m (walking)

Circular, Ø 4/8 m

Circular, Ø 8/24 m

Installation height

2–4 m

2–4 m

2–10 m**

Detection angle

360°

360°

360°

Operating voltage

230 V AC/50 Hz

230 V AC/50 Hz

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption

~0.5 W

~0.5 W

~0.1 W

Light measurement (mixed light)

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

Light channels

1

1

1

Light switching capacity (cos φ = 1, cos φ = 0.5)

2300 W

2300 W

Only with 230 V:
2300 W, 1150 VA

Max. switching capacity LED guidance value

< 2 W: 25 W/2–8 W:
70 W/> 8 W: 80 W

< 2 W: 25 W/2–8 W:
70 W/> 8 W: 80 W

< 2 W: 60 W/2–8 W:
180 W/> 8 W: 200 W

Brightness setting range

30–3000 lx/on***

30–3000 lx/on***

30–3000 lx/on

Light time delay

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s – 60 min***

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s – 60 min***

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s – 60 min

Protection rating

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

Permissible ambient temperature

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

Remote operation

Yes

Yes

Yes

1030570

2080570

2080010

theSenda S remote control

9070911

9070911

9070911

theSenda P remote control

9070910

9070910

9070910

theSenda B remote control

9070985

9070985

9070985

Item numbers
Item no. white (WH)
Optional accessories

* Details for an installation height of 3 m
** Suitable for large installation heights of up to 10 m. Additional information can be found in the technical documentation.
*** The predefined values can only be altered using the optional remote controls theSenda P, theSenda B and SendoPro

Connected by quality:
The high-quality and high-performance motion and presence detectors are
now available with pre-assembled connectors from the premium manufacturer
Wieland.
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Motion detectors thePiccola, theMova and LUXA
Technical data

Features

thePiccola S360-100 DE

theMova S360-100 DE

theMova S360-100 AP

Detection area*

Circular, Ø 8 m

Circular, Ø 8 m

Circular, Ø 8 m

Type of installation

Ceiling installation

Ceiling installation

Ceiling installation, surface mounted

Installation height

2–4 m

2–4 m

2–4 m

Detection angle

360°

360°

360°

Operating voltage

110–240 V AC, 50/60 Hz

230 V AC/50 Hz

230 V AC/50 Hz

Power consumption

~0.5 W

~0.5 W

~0.5 W

Light channels

1

1

1

Light relay

230 V/10 A, µ-contact

230 V/10 A, µ-contact

230 V/10 A, µ-contact

Light switching capacity (cos φ = 1, cos φ = 0.5)

2000 W

2300 W, 1150 VA

2300 W, 1150 VA

Max. switching capacity LED guidance value

< 2 W: 55 W/> 2 W:
180 W/ > 8 W: 200 W

< 2 W: 25 W/2–8 W:
70 W/ > 8 W: 80 W

< 2 W: 25 W/2–8 W:
70 W/ > 8 W: 80 W

Brightness setting range

5–1000 lx

30–3000 lx/on***

30–3000 lx/on***

Light time delay

30 s – 30 min

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s – 60 min***

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s – 60 min***

Presence channels

–

–

–

Switching capacity, presence

–

–

–

Terminals

Screw terminals

Plug-in terminals

Plug-in terminals

Protection rating

IP 21 (sensor),
IP 20 (power supply unit)

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54

Permissible ambient temperature

–20 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

Remote operation

No

Yes

Yes

Teach-in

Yes

Yes

Yes

Configurable sensitivity

No

Yes

Yes

Test detection area

Yes

Yes

Yes

Item no. white (WH)

1060200

1030560

1030550

Item no. grey (GR)

–

1030561

1030551

theSenda S remote control

–

9070911

9070911

theSenda P remote control

–

9070910

9070910

theSenda B remote control

–

9070985

9070985

Back box 110 A white (WH)

–

–

–

Back box 110 A grey (GR)

–

–

–

Ceiling installation box

–

–

–

Item numbers

Optional accessories

* Details at an installation height of 3 m
** Suitable for large installation heights of up to 10 m. Additional information can be found in the technical documentation.
*** The predefined values can only be altered using the optional remote controls theSenda P, theSenda B and SendoPro
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theMova S360-101 DE

theMova S360-101 AP

theMova P360-100 UP

LUXA 103-100 UA

Circular, Ø 8 m

Circular, Ø 8 m

Circular, Ø 24 m

Circular, Ø 12 m

Ceiling installation

Ceiling installation, surface mounted

Ceiling installation in flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation / ceiling installation in
flush-mounted box

2–4 m

2–4 m

2–10 m**

2.5–3 m

360°

360°

360°

360°

230 V AC/50 Hz

230 V AC/50 Hz

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

~0.5 W

~0.5 W

~0.1 W

~0.5 W

1

1

1

1 with acoustic function

230 V/10 A, µ-contact

230 V/10 A, µ-contact

230 V/10 A, µ-contact

230 V/10 A, µ-contact

2300 W, 1150 VA

2300 W, 1150 VA

Only with 230 V: 2300 W, 1150 VA

2000 W, 900 VA (100 µF)

< 2 W: 25 W/2–8 W:
70 W/ > 8 W: 80 W

< 2 W: 25 W/2–8 W:
70 W/ > 8 W: 80 W

< 2 W: 60 W/> 2 W: 180 W/
> 8W: 200 W

< 2 W: 35 W/ > 2 W: 400 W

30–3000 lx/on***

30–3000 lx/on***

30–3000 lx/on

10–2000 lx

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s – 60 min***

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s – 60 min***

10 s – 60 min

Pulse (1 s), 5 s – 30 min

1

1

–

–

50 W/50 VA

50 W/50 VA

–

–

Plug-in terminals

Plug-in terminals

Screw terminals

Screw terminals

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54

IP 54 (installed)

IP 40 (installed)

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

–20 °C to +45 °C

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1030565

1030555

1030600

1030045

1030566

1030556

1030601

–

9070911

9070911

9070911

–

9070910

9070910

9070910

–

9070985

9070985

9070985

–

–

–

9070912

9070986

–

–

9070913

–

–

–

9070917

–
Award-winning
theMova S and thePiccola have won
multiple awards
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DALI presence detectors
Technical data

Features

theRonda
S360-110 DALI UP

theRonda
P360-110 DALI UP

theRonda
P360-330 DALI UP

Detection area seated/walking*
Installation height

Circular, Ø 4/8 m
Ceiling installation in flush-mounted
box
2–4 m

Circular, Ø 8/24 m
Ceiling installation in flush-mounted
box
2–10 m***

Circular, Ø 8/24 m
Ceiling installation in flush-mounted
box
2–10 m***

Detection angle

360°

360°

360°

Operating voltage

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

110–230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption

~0.4 W

~0.4 W

~0.4 W

Light measurement (mixed light)

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

3 x mixed light

Light channels

1 (DALI broadcast)

1 (DALI broadcast)

3 (DALI addressable)

Light switching capacity (cos φ = 1, cos φ = 0.5)

Max. 50 DALI devices

Max. 50 DALI devices

Max. 50 DALI devices

Brightness setting range

10–3000 lx/on

10–3000 lx/on

10–3000 lx/on

Light time delay

10 s – 60 min

10 s – 60 min

10 s – 60 min

Standby brightness

1–25%

1–25%

1–25%

Standby time

0 s – 60 min/on

0 s – 60 min/on

0 s – 60 min/on

Protection rating

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

Permissible ambient temperature

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

Remote operation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Item no. white (WH)

2080580

2080040

2080045

Item no. grey (GR)

2080581

2080041

2080046

theSenda S remote control

9070911

9070911

9070911

theSenda P remote control

9070910

9070910

9070910

theSenda B remote control

9070985

9070985

9070985

Back box white (WH)

9070912

9070912

9070912

Back box grey (GR)

9070913

9070913

9070913

Ceiling installation box

9070917

9070917

9070917

Black bezel frame (BK)

–

–

–

Silver bezel frame (SR)

–

–

–

Type of installation

Item numbers

Optional accessories

*
Details at an installation height of 3 m
** When using a DALI sensor with a PLC. Please note the information at www.theben.de/planospot-dali-2
*** Suitable for large installation heights of up to 10 m. Additional information can be found in the technical documentation.
**** Also available in black and in silver
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Award-winning
For its aesthetic design,
thePrema has won
several awards.

thePassa
P360-221 DALI UP

thePrema
S360 DALI UP

PlanoSpot DALI**

Square, 5 x 5 m/7 x 7 m

Square, 4.5 x 4.5 m/7 x 7 m

Ceiling installation in flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation in flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation

2–6 m

2–3.5 m

2–3.5 m

360°

360°

360°

110–230 V AC

230 V AC, 50 Hz

DALI

~0.4 W

~0.5 W

~ 3 mA/5.5 mA with LED

2 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

3 x mixed light

1 (DALI broadcast)
2 (DALI addressable)

1 (DALI broadcast)

–

Max. 50 DALI devices

Max. 25 DALI devices

–

10–3000 lx

5–3000 lx

–

10 s – 60 min

10 s – 60 min

–

1 – 25%

1–25%

–

0 s – 60 min/on

0 s – 60 min/on

–

IP 54 (installed)

IP 40 (installed)

IP 20

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

Yes

Yes

Yes

2010340

2070525

2030110

2010341

2070526

–

9070911

9070911

9070911

9070910

9070910

9070910

9070985

9070985

9070985

9070912

9070912

9070949****

9070913

9070913

–

9070917

9070917

–

–

–

9070977

–

–

9070978

Rectangular

30 x 4.5 m/ 20 x 4.5 m

Award-winning
PlanoSpot has won awards for
innovation, high quality and
functionality.
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KNX motion and presence detectors
Technical data

Features

theRonda S360 KNX AP

theRonda P360 KNX UP

theRonda S360 KNX FLAT

Detection area seated/walking*

Circular, Ø 4/8 m

Circular, Ø 6/24 m

Circular, Ø 4/8 m

Type of installation

Ceiling installation,
surface mounted

Ceiling installation
with flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation

Installation height

2–4 m

2–10 m**

2–4 m

Detection angle

360°

360°

360°

Operating voltage

Via KNX bus

Via KNX bus

Via KNX bus

Power consumption

8 mA/9 mA with LED

8 mA/9 mA with LED

8 mA/9 mA with LED

Light measurement (mixed light)

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

Light channels

2

2

2

Brightness setting range

10–3000 lx/on

10–3000 lx/on

10–3000 lx/on

Light time delay

30 s – 60 min

30 s – 60 min

30 s – 60 min

Standby brightness

1–25%

1–25%

1–25%

Standby time

30 s – 30 min /
inactive permanent on

30 s – 30 min /
inactive permanent on

30 s – 30 min /
inactive permanent on

Presence channels

2

2

2

Presence switch-on delay

10 s – 30 min / not active

10 s – 30 min / not active

10 s – 30 min / not active

Presence time delay

10 s – 120 min

10 s – 120 min

10 s – 120 min

Terminals

KNX bus terminal

KNX bus terminal

KNX bus terminal

Protection rating

IP 54

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

Permissible ambient temperature

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

–15 °C to +50 °C

Remote operation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Teach-in

Yes

Yes

Yes

Configurable sensitivity

Yes

Yes

Yes

Test detection area

Yes

Yes

Yes

Item no. white (WH)

2089550

2089000

2089560

Item no. grey (GR)

2089551

2089001

2089561

theSenda S remote control

9070911

9070911

9070911

theSenda P remote control

9070910

9070910

9070910

theSenda B remote control

9070985

9070985

9070985

Back box white (WH)

–

9070912

–

Back box grey (GR)

–

9070913

–

Ceiling installation box

–

9070917

–

Black bezel frame (BK)

–

–

–

Silver bezel frame (SR)

–

–

–

Item numbers

Optional accessories

* Details at an installation height of 3 m
** Suitable for large installation heights of up to 10 m. Additional information can be found in the technical documentation.
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*** Additional accessories can be found at www.theben.de/en

PlanoSpot KNX

thePrema S360 KNX UP

thePrema P360 KNX UP

PlanoCentro KNX

Square, 4.5 x 4.5 m/7 x 7 m

Square, 7 x 7 m/9 x 9 m

Square, 7 x 7 m/9 x 9 m

Square, 7 x 7 m/9 x 9 m

Ceiling installation

Ceiling installation
with flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation
with flush-mounted box

Ceiling installation / ceiling,
flush-mounting in concrete

2–3.5 m

2–3.5 m

2–3.5 m

2–3.5 m

360°

360°

360°

360°

Via KNX bus

Via KNX bus

Via KNX bus

Via KNX bus

~8 mA/9 mA with LED

9 mA/13 mA with LED

9 mA/13 mA with LED

~14 mA/18 mA with LED

3 x mixed light

1 x mixed light, spotlight

3 x mixed light can be selected

1 x mixed light

3

2

3

2

10–3000 lx/on

5–3000 lx/on

5–3000 lx/on

5–2000 lx/on

30 s – 60 min

30 s – 60 min

30 s – 60 min

30 s – 60 min

1–25%

1–25%

1–25%

5–10%

30 s – 60 min / not active
permanent on

30 s – 60 min / inactive
permanent on

30 s – 60 min / inactive
permanent on

30 s – 60 min/on

2

2

2

1

10 s – 30 min / not active

10 s – 30 min / not active

10 s – 30 min / not active

10 s – 30 min / not active

10 s – 120 min

10 s – 120 min

10 s – 120 min

10 s – 120 min

KNX bus terminal

KNX bus terminal

KNX bus terminal

KNX bus terminal

IP 20

IP 40 (installed)

IP 40 (installed)

IP 40 (installed)

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2039100

2079500

2079000

2059102 ceiling installation
2059202 ceiling, flush-mounting in concrete

2079501

2079001

–

9070911

9070911

9070911

9070911

9070910

9070910

9070910

9070910

9070985

9070985

9070985

9070985

9070949

9070918/9070912

9070918/9070912

9070731***

–

9070919/9070913

9070919/9070913

–

–

9070917

9070917

–

9070977

–

–

9070678 | PlanoCentro E
9070681 | PlanoCentro U

9070978

–

–

9070679 | PlanoCentro E
9070682 | PlanoCentro U

Award-winning
PlanoSpot has
won awards for
innovation, high
quality and
functionality.
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KNX motion and presence detectors
Technical data

Features

thePassa P360 KNX

Detection area seated/walking*

Rectangular 30 x 4.5 m/ 20 x 4.5 m Radius 7 m/16 m**

Square, 4.5 x 4.5 m/7 x 7 m

Type of installation

Ceiling installation
in flush-mounted box

Wall mounting

Ceiling installation in
flush-mounted box

Installation height

2–6 m

1.6–2.2 m

2–3.5 m

Detection angle

360°

180°

360°

Operating voltage

Via KNX bus

Via KNX bus

Via KNX bus

Power consumption

8 mA/9 mA with LED

~13 mA

~13 mA

Light measurement (mixed light)

2 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

Light channels

2

2

2

Brightness setting range

10–3000 lx

5–2000 lx

5–2000 lx

Light time delay

30 s – 60 min/on

30 s – 60 min/on

30 s – 60 min/on

Standby brightness

5–10%

5–10%

30 s – 60 min/on

30 s – 60 min/on

Presence channels

1 – 25%
30 s – 60 min / inactive / permanent on
2

1

1

Presence switch-on delay

10 s – 30 min / not active

10 s – 30 min / not active

10 s – 30 min / not active

Presence time delay

10 s – 120 min

10 s – 120 min

10 s – 120 min

Protection rating

IP 54 (installed)

IP 54 | IP 40 (installed)

IP 54 | IP 40 (installed)

Permissible ambient temperature

–15 °C to +50 °C

–10 °C to +50 °C

–10 °C to +50 °C

Remote operation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Teach-in

Yes

Yes

Yes

Configurable sensitivity

Yes

Yes

Yes

Test detection area

Yes

Yes

Yes

Item no. white (WH)

2019300

2009050

2009000

Item no. grey (GR)

2019301

–

–

theSenda S remote control

9070911

9070911

9070911

theSenda P remote control

9070910

9070910

9070910

theSenda B remote control

9070985

–

–

Back box white (WH)

9070912

9070513

9070513

Back box grey (GR)

9070913

–

–

Ceiling installation box

9070917

9070917

9070917

Black bezel frame (BK)

–

9070628

9070628

Silver bezel frame (SR)

–

9070627

9070627

Standby time

PresenceLight 180 KNX

PresenceLight 360 KNX

Item numbers

Optional accessories

* Details at an installation height of 3 m
** Suitable for large installation heights of up to 10 m. Additional information can be found in the technical documentation.
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*** Additional accessories can be found at www.theben.de/en

LON motion and presence detectors
Technical data

PlanoCentro PCLON

PlanoSpot LON

PresenceLight 180 PLLON

PresenceLight 360 PLLON

Square, 7 x 7 m/9 x 9 m

Square, 4.5 x 4.5 m/7 x 7 m

Radius 7 m/16 m**

Square, 4.5 x 4.5 m/7 x 7 m

Ceiling installation / ceiling,
flush-mounting in concrete

Ceiling installation

Wall mounting

Ceiling installation in
flush-mounted box

2–3.5 m

2–3.5 m

1.6–2.2 m

2–3.5 m

360°

360°

180°

360°

LON FTT | 24 V AC/DC

LON FTT | 24 V AC/DC

LON FTT | 24 V AC/DC

LON FTT | 24 V AC/DC

~30 mA

~30 mA

~30 mA

~30 mA

3 x mixed light

3 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

1 x mixed light

2

2

2

2

10–2000 lx

10–3000 lx

5–2000 lx

5–2000 lx

10 s – 100 min/on

10 s – 100 min

10 s – 100 min

10 s – 100 min

10–200 lx

10–200 lx

10–200 lx

10–200 lx

30 s – 60 min/on

30 s – 60 min/on

30 s – 60 min/on

30 s – 60 min/on

3

3

3

3

10 s – 30 min / not active

10 s – 30 min / not active

10 s – 30 min / not active

10 s – 30 min / not active

10 s – 100 min

10 s – 100 min

10 s – 100 min

10 s – 100 min

IP 40 (installed)

IP 20

IP 54 | IP 40 (installed)

IP 54 (installed)

0 °C to +50 °C

0 °C to +50 °C

–10 °C to +50 °C

–10 °C to +50 °C

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2069102 ceiling installation
2039200
2069202 ceiling, flush-mounting in concrete

2009150

2009100

–

–

–

–

9070911

9070911

9070911

9070911

9070910

9070910

9070910

9070910

9070985

9070985

–

–

9070731****

9070949***

9070513

9070513

–

–

–

–

–

–

9070917

9070917

9070678 | PlanoCentro E
9070681 | PlanoCentro U

9070977

9070628

9070628

9070679 | PlanoCentro E
9070682 | PlanoCentro U

9070978

9070627

9070627
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Theben is a member of:

4218

Service hotline
hotline@theben.de
+49 7474 692-369
Mo–Th 7:00–18:00, Fr 7:00–16:00

9900646

Theben AG
Hohenbergstraße 32
72401 Haigerloch, Germany
Phone +49 7474 692-0
Fax
+49 7474 692-150
info@theben.de
www.theben.de/en

Subject to technical changes and improvements.

Follow Theben online:

